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Welcome to Summer Adventures 2020  
at Topeka Collegiate!

Whether you have students who love to “do things,” children who thrive on academic challenges, or Middle 
Schoolers who want to get a jump on History Day, you will find an activity to their liking at Topeka Collegiate 
Summer Adventures. All children are welcome regardless of the school they attend. Our flexible schedule  
allows you to tailor a summer program that fits your student’s interests and your family’s schedule. Children  
can spend the entire summer, a few weeks, or just part of the day with virtual camps from Topeka Collegiate.

Summer Adventures Administration
Ariel Garrett-Croney, Director of Summer Adventures 
Ken Park, Assistant Director

Consistent with the school’s goal of  
maintaining a diverse student body,  
Topeka Collegiate does not discriminate 
against qualified students in any of the 
school’s programs or activities on the 
basis of race, color, religion, national or 
ethnic origin, disability, gender, or sexual 
orientation.



General Information

Deposits – To secure a student’s enrollment, a non-refundable deposit of $25 and a registration fee of $5 for each camp must be 
included with each registration form. The deposit will be applied to the total cost of the camp.

Camp Requirements – All virtual camps require access to reliable Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom. 

Attendance – Attendance will be taken each day. Please email Ariel Garrett-Croney (agarrett@topekacollegiate.org) or Ken Park 
(kpark@topekacollegiate.org) to report an absence.

Behavior Policy – Appropriate discipline enhances the safety and enjoyment of the children. Every student attending Summer 
Adventures must follow school procedures and standards of behavior. Consideration of others in thought and action is expected. 
Summer Adventures reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any student who poses a discipline problem or a disruption to  
the learning experience. No refunds will be issued for students who are asked to withdraw.

Cancellations – TCS reserves the right to cancel a class at any time due to low enrollment. You will be notified in advance and  
given the option of transferring class fees towards another class or receiving a full refund for the class cancelled (minus the  
$5 registration fee).

Parents wishing to cancel or transfer their child’s registration from a class may do so seven days prior to the first day of class. 
Class fees will be refunded in the manner that they were paid, minus the deposit of $25. Cancellations received after this deadline 
will not be eligible for any refund. Please understand that we have made firm financial commitments to our faculty and staff in  
addition to purchasing materials. If you discover your child(ren) are unable to attend any of the class(es) for which they are 
registered, you may transfer them to a different class. Please make that request through Ariel Garrett-Croney 
(agarrett@topekacollegiate.org), to avoid any additional registration fees. 

Special Notes – Please make the Summer Adventures Director aware of any specific problems or circumstances that might affect 
your child’s summer experience. NO camps will be held the week of July 4 (June 29-July 3). 

Chromebook Lease – Topeka Collegiate students have the option to lease a Chromebook, if needed. If you are interested in this, 
please call 228-0490. 

Questions – Please contact Ariel Garrett-Croney, Director (agarrett@topekacollegiate.org) or Ken Park, Assistant Director  
(kpark@topekacollegiate.org) or call 228-0490. 



June 1-5  Grade Time 

Express Yourself Through Art 4-8 9 am-12 pm

Dungeons and Dragons 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

We Miss Sports! 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

June 8-12  

Youth Yoga 1-5 9 am-12 pm

History Day - Beginners 6 9 am -12 pm

Fun in the Kitchen! 1-5 9-10 am

Hogwarts Academy 3-5 10:30-11:30 am

History Day - Advanced 7-8 12:30-3:30 pm

Fairytale Ballet 1-3 12:30-3:30 pm

All About Birds! 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

Minecraft Creation 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

Big Sketch 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

June 15-19  

Math Mania 2-4 9 am-12 pm

Martial Arts 1-5 9 am-12 pm

Hogwarts Academy 6-8 10-11am

Dance Boot Camp 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

Big Sketch 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

  Dungeons and Dragons 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

  Creative Writing 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

  Hogwarts Academy  1-8 7-8 pm

  June 22-26  Grade Time 

  Creative Writing 3-5 9 am -12 pm

  Minecraft Creation 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

  Star Wars 4-8 12:30-3:30 pm

  Mask-maker, Mask-maker,  3-8 9am-11am 

     Make Me a Mask!

 



July 6-10  

Sustainable Creations 4-8 9a-12p

Dungeons and Dragons 4-8 12:30-3:30

We Miss Sports! 4-8 12:30-3:30

Musical Theatre Bootcamp:  5 - 6 12:30-3:30 
Pt. 1

July 13-17  

Quiz Bowl 5-8 9-10 am 

Coding Camp 6-8 12:30-3:30

Mini-Olympics 4-8 12:30-3:30

Minecraft Creation 4-8 12:30-3:30

July 20-24  

Inspiring Painters 4-8 9a-12p

Creative Writing 4-8 12:30-3:30

Dungeons and Dragons 4-8 12:30-3:30

Musical Theatre Bootcamp: 7-8 12:30-3:30 
Pt. 2

   July 27-31  

   Martial Arts 1-5 9a-12p

   Magic: The Gathering 4-8 9a-12p

   Coding Camp 6-8 12:30-3:30

   Star Wars 4-8 12:30-3:30

   Minecraft Creation 4-8 12:30-3:30



Virtual Adventures

June 1-5:
Express Yourself Through Art
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Vanessa Osborn
Meets: 9:00 am-12:00 pm
Grades: 4-8
Everyone has a hidden talent and we all see 
the world in a uniquely beautiful way. This class 
will teach us about using art as a creative 
expression and celebrating our individualism! 
Students will be encouraged to work from 
individual points of view and learn to celebrate 
their versions of art, as well as appreciating 
how others might view similar subjects. We will 
draw, paint, and use mixed media, in order to 
promote a sense of self-awareness and foster 
self- love.
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Dungeons and Dragons
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30 pm
Grades: 4-8
Does your child seek adventure in a way that 
stimulates their grey matter?! If so, look no 
further. Dungeons and Dragons is a game that 
will send their mind racing with possibilities in a 
world with limitless possibilities and stories to 
be told. In this week of adventure, campers will 
explore the trials and triumphs of a fantasy 
world by using basic math, creative writing, 
logic and tactics. They will be led and guided 

on these adventures by experienced Dungeon 
Masters who will teach them the rules and 
assist however necessary so as to create an 
experience worth remembering. Join the party 
and seek adventure!
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

We Miss Sports!
Cost:  $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30 pm
Grades: 4-8
Local and professional leagues and seasons 
may have been canceled this year, but we still 
love sports! While we may not be able to play 
team sports as summer camps this year, we 
attempt to do the next best thing: we’ll connect 
online to learn and discuss a little sports history 
and the biographies of some of our favorite  
athletes, play a little sports trivia and other 
games, and celebrate our fandom. One day 
each will be devoted to basketball, soccer, 
baseball, football, and one other sport selected 
by campers. (Supplies: plain paper and  
crayons/colored pencils/markers, etc. 
suggested.)
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

June 8-12:
Youth Yoga
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Gina Mangiaracino
Meets: 9:00 am-12:00 pm
Grades: 1-5
Be good to your body! Learn the ABC’s of  
Yoga with poses and exercises, such as the 
downward dog, flamingo, rag doll, starfish, 
 pretzel, airplane and many more, with stories 
that go along with the names! Relax while you 
enjoy simple stretches and movement along 
with mindful breathing to help maximize your 
experience! Have fun and be creative while 
getting into shape!!!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Fun in the Kitchen!
Cost:  $35
Instructor: Susan Christenson
Meets: 9:00-10:00 am
Grades: 1-5
Breakfast is the most important meal of the  
day and this camp is a great way to practice 
reading and math skills in a yummy way! No 
stove, oven, or sharp knives required for this 
camp. Supplies and ingredient list here.
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10Rb5F8q6VKqqGqVZRuhORafxtLhs0d02ZIt50IItrL0/edit


History Day-Beginners
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Dr. Ashley Beason-Manes
Meets: 9:00 am-12:00 pm 
Grades: 6
Welcome to your first History Day experience! 
Get a head start on this year’s History Day  
by joining us in preparing for this year-long 
endeavor as we explore this year’s theme  
and possible related topics, examine project 
categories and elements of design in each, 
gather sources, and begin research. You’ll walk 
away with expertise in research skills, project 
organization, and note-take methods, and the 
week will culminate in the beginnings of your 
2020 History Day project. An information 
packet will be mailed to students before the 
camp begins, and students will be expected to 
arrive at camp with a couple of possible 
topics of interest. It’s sure to be a fun,  
productive week.
*  This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Hogwarts Academy
Cost:  $35
Instructor: Susan Christenson
Meets: 10:30-11:30 am
Grades: 3-5
Feel like you have been locked in Azkaban 
the past few months? Never fear, Hogwarts 
Academy is here! In a new virtual edition, we 
will play Quidditch and trivia, cast spells, learn 
about magical creatures, and more! You won’t 
want to miss this magical experience! 
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google Classroom

History Day-Advanced 
Cost: $100
Instructor: Dr. Ashley Beason-Manes
Meets: 12:30-3:30 pm
Grades: 7-8 
Get a head start on this year’s History Day 
project! Join us in preparing for this year-long 
endeavor as we explore this year’s theme and 
possible related topics, examine project  
categories and elements of design in each, 
gather sources and begin research. You’ll walk 
away with expertise in research skills, project 
organization, and note-taking methods, and the 
week will culminate in the beginning of your 
2020 History Day project. An information  
packet will be mailed to students before the 
camp begins, and students will be expected to 
arrive to class with a couple of possible  
topics of interest. It’s sure to be a fun,  
productive week!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

All About Birds!
Cost:  $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30 pm 
Grades: 4-8
This is your chance to get up-close and  
personal with all the wonderful feathered 
friends that share our world. In addition to 
lessons, discussions and games about  
interesting bird-related science and culture 
topics, campers will learn how to spot and 
identify bird species in our area and get a 
chance to try some remotely-coached “birding” 
(bird watching) themselves. (Supplies: plain 

paper and crayons/colored pencils/markers, 
etc. suggested; binoculars can be helpful, but 
not required.)
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Fairytale Ballet
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Gina Mangiaracino
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 1-3
All levels of dancers are welcome in this  
beautifully inspired ballet camp. Students will 
learn graceful ballet moves to Princess Disney 
music, and don lovely costumes for a magical 
recital on the last day of camp. Music from 
Disney movies such as Cinderella, Sleeping 
Beauty, Frozen, and much more will set the 
stage for this enchanting camp. Creative 
expression of movement will be explored,  
along with ballet technique and performance 
etiquette. Boys are welcome, too! What’s a 
princess without a prince? 
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google Classroom

Minecraft Creation
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Minecraft is the most popular game of the past 
decade and allows kids to explore a blocky 
world full of challenges to overcome and new 
landscapes to explore. Campers are always 
working together whether building whatever 
they can imagine together in Creative Mode or 



helping each other survive the dangerous 
nights in Survival Mode. If your kid likes  
Minecraft, this is the camp for them.
*This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Big Sketch
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Coral Aboud
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Master the powers of the pencil and pen in as 
little as a week! Experience fun yet educational 
projects, while exploring the concepts of line, 
perspective, and so much more! Whether 
you’re an aspiring artist or someone who wants 
to unleash their artistic abilities, this camp is 
right for you!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

June 15-19
Math Mania
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Gina Mangiaracino
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 2-4
Math is everywhere!! Let’s explore math togeth-
er in new and fun ways in this week-long camp! 
We will participate in interesting activities to get 
us excited about math and help us learn while 
having fun!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Martial Arts
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Master Daniel Jorgenson
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 1-5
Your child will have fun while learning  
developmental skills, all within a safe, healthy 
and exciting environment. Our program has the 
perfect blend of fun and learning: increases 
attention span, builds confidence, helps with 
grades, teaches concepts of teamwork and 
responsibility, assists with bully prevention, and 
strengthens other skills. We understand each 
child learns and grows differently. Each child 
moves at his or her own pace and can feel the 
satisfaction of a personal victory. Classes 
become more challenging as each child 
demonstrates the readiness to accept more 
complex skills.
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Hogwarts Academy
Cost:  $35
Instructor: Susan Christenson
Meets: 10:00-11:00
Grades: 6-8
Feel like you have been locked in Azkaban  
the past few months? Never fear, Hogwarts 
Academy is here! In a new virtual edition, we 
will play Quidditch and trivia, cast spells, learn 
about magical creatures, and more! You won’t 
want to miss this magical experience!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Dance Boot Camp
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Gina Mangiaracino
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Hip hop, tap, ballet, and conditioning are all 
rolled into one fun fitness camp! Throughout 
the week, we’ll dance to fun music, and we’ll 
end the week with a demonstration of warm 
ups and dances learned! This camp is a great 
way to experience a taste of different dance 
styles and get in shape!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Big Sketch
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Coral Aboud
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Master the powers of the pencil and pen in as 
little as a week! Experience fun yet educational 
projects, while exploring the concepts of line, 
perspective, and so much more! Whether 
you’re an aspiring artist or someone who wants 
to unleash their artistic abilities, this camp is 
right for you!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.



Dungeons and Dragons
Cost:  $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Does your child seek adventure in a way that 
stimulates their grey matter?! If so, look no 
further. Dungeons and Dragons is a game that 
will send their mind racing with possibilities in a 
world with limitless possibilities and stories to 
be told. In this week of adventure, campers will 
explore the trials and triumphs of a fantasy 
world by using basic math, creative writing, 
logic and tactics. They will be led and guided 
on these adventures by experienced Dungeon 
Masters who will teach them the rules and 
assist however necessary so as to create an 
experience worth remembering. Join the party 
and seek adventure!
*This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Creative Writing
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Carpe diem! This online camp will be dedicated 
to helping campers cultivate their creativity and 
skills at self-expression through the written 
word. We’ll learn about and experiment with a 
wide variety of writing forms and genres includ-
ing autobiography/personal memoir, fantasy 
fiction, poetry, and creative non-fiction, as well

as developing some good constructive “peer 
review” habits. (Supplies: access to a comput-
ing device with a keyboard.)
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Hogwarts Academy
Cost: $35
Instructor: Susan Christenson
Meets: 7:00 pm-8:00 pm
Grades: 1-8
Fun for the whole family! Feel like you have 
been locked in Azkaban the past few months? 
Never fear, Hogwarts Academy is here! In a 
new virtual family edition, we will play Quidditch 
and trivia, cast spells, learn about magical 
creatures, and more! You won’t want to miss 
this magical experience with your family!
* This camp requires access to reliable  
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

June 22-26
Don’t Think, Just Write!
Cost: $100
Instructor: Gina Mangiaracino
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 3-5
In this virtual camp, we will practice our skills at 
writing creatively! We will participate in many 
activities, including writing our own fictional 
story to share with fellow campers. Let’s get our 
creative juices flowing and write whatever our 
hearts desire!

Mask-maker, Mask-maker, Make Me a Mask!
Cost: $70
Instructor: Sheri Rippel
Meets: 9:00-11:00; 10 hours total*
Grades: 3-8
This season has brought about a need for 
citizenship and helping one another. Learn how 
to make cloth PPE masks for yourself, a loved 
one, or a community member. Students will 
measure, cut, and sew 3-6 masks in our  
week-long online sewing camp. A little sewing 
knowledge will be helpful, but is not required. 
This will be a valuable life-long skill to learn, 
during a memorable time as we process 
through this complex event affecting our world. 
We will do some light stretching before and 
after each session to avoid soreness and 
release stress. We will also collaborate on a 
playlist to bop along to as we construct helpful 
health tools and chat!
Supplied materials: Elastic, Two fat quarters 
of tight-woven quilt cotton (your choice of 
pattern and color during summer camp supply 
pick-up at the school) 
* This time may also be used toward community 
service hours if the masks are donated to a 
local organization in need of PPE.

Required Materials: Electric sewing machine 
equipped with sharp needle and spool of 
thread, scissors, pen, ruler or yardstick, straight 
pins, iron and ironing board (optional)



Minecraft Creation
Cost: $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Minecraft is the most popular game of the past 
decade and allows kids to explore a blocky 
world full of challenges to overcome and new 
landscapes to explore. Campers are always 
working together whether building whatever 
they can imagine together in Creative Mode or 
helping each other survive the dangerous 
nights in Survival Mode. If your kid likes  
Minecraft, this is the camp for them.
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Star Wars
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away ... 
one of the all-time most-beloved fantasy sagas 
changed life for the better! Our goal is to 
connect online and celebrate all things Star 
Wars with some fun games, trivia competitions, 
and dress-up days interspersed with lessons 
and discussions of the individuals responsible 
for creating the Star Wars universe and Star 
Wars-related scientific, literary, and cultural 
topics. May the Force be with you! (Supplies: 
plain paper and crayons/colored pencils/
markers, etc. suggested.)
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google Classroom

July 6-10
Sustainable Creations
Cost: $100
Instructor: Vanessa Osborn
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 4-8
This camp will give students a brief look into 
other cultures of indigenous peoples from 
around the world, by introducing them to art 
projects inspired by nature. Projects will include 
dream catchers, ethnic jewelry, and recreating 
rock paintings, and much more! The class will 
conclude with students constructing three- 
dimensional works of art using common  
items from home that might be thrown away 
otherwise. (Please note: instructor will provide 
parents with a list of appropriate and  
inappropriate items for this project, to help 
mitigate any safety concerns and to best equip 
their students on their projects).
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google Classroom

Dungeons and Dragons
Cost: $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Does your child seek adventure in a way that 
stimulates their grey matter?! If so, look no 
further. Dungeons and Dragons is a game that 
will send their mind racing with possibilities in a 
world with limitless possibilities and stories to 
be told. In this week of adventure, campers will 
explore the trials and triumphs of a fantasy 
world by using basic math, creative writing, 
logic and tactics. They will be led and guided 

on these adventures by experienced Dungeon 
Masters who will teach them the rules and 
assist however necessary so as to create an 
experience worth remembering. Join the party 
and seek adventure!
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

We Miss Sports!
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Local and professional leagues and seasons 
may have been canceled this year, but we still 
love sports! While we may not be able to play 
team sports as summer camps this year, we 
attempt to do the next best thing: we’ll connect 
online to learn and discuss a little sports history 
and the biographies of some of our favorite 
athletes, play a little sports trivia and other 
games, and celebrate our fandom. One day 
each will be devoted to basketball, soccer, 
baseball, football, and one other sport selected 
by campers. (Supplies: plain paper and cray-
ons/colored pencils/markers, etc. suggested.)
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Musical Theatre Bootcamp: Pt. 1
Cost: $100  
Instructor: Taylor Molt
Grades: 5-6
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Calling all beginning actors! This camp focuses 
on musical theatre skills for 5 and 6 graders. 
During this week you’ll learn how to be a triple 
threat on the stage and at auditions by experi-



menting with acting, dancing, and singing. 
Campers will learn how theatre productions are 
put together and how to shine off and on the 
stage as a beginning actor. We will be learning 
selections from the musical ‘Seussical’ by Lynn 
Ahrens. Come dance, sing and act your heart 
out, campers, and break a leg!

July 13-17
Quiz Bowl
Cost: $35
Instructor: Kevin Simons
Meets: 9-10 am 
Grades: 5-8
Are you passionate about trivia? Do you know 
tons of random things? Have you ever been 
described as a human calculator? If you  
answered yes to any of these questions, then 
Scholars Bowl is for you! Teams of four go 
head-to-head against each other for intellectual 
bragging rights. This is an excellent camp for 
students who are interested in getting involved 
with Quiz Bowl during middle school & high 
school.
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Minecraft Creation
Cost: $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Minecraft is the most popular game of the past 
decade and allows kids to explore a blocky 
world full of challenges to overcome and new 
landscapes to explore. Campers are always 

working together whether building whatever 
they can imagine together in Creative Mode or 
helping each other survive the dangerous 
nights in Survival Mode. If your kid likes 
 Minecraft, this is the camp for them.
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Coding Camp
Cost: $100
Instructor: Peter Sandquist
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 6-8
Buckle up for an in depth look at the world  
of computer science. We will delve into  
programming concepts and their applications, 
as well as learning a professional programming 
language. We will apply this knowledge by 
creating projects that teach concepts relevant 
to real world applications. Join as we explore 
advanced topics in programming such as data 
structures and sorting algorithms, as well as 
looks into graphics, robotics, and machine 
learning.
* This camp requires access to a personal 
computer, reliable Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google 
Classroom

Mini-Olympics
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Swifter! Higher! Stronger! While this summer’s 
Olympic Games may have had to be delayed a 
year, we will be celebrating the XXXII Olympiad 
with our own online “mini- Olympics.” Campers 

will choose countries to represent and go for 
the gold in a myriad of technology-facilitated, 
“socially distanced” competitive events (either 
physical or mental challenges or something 
in-between ...) interspersed with brief lessons 
and discussions about Olympic history, famous
Olympians, and world cultures. (Supplies: plain 
paper and crayons/colored pencils/markers, 
etc. suggested.)
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

July 20-24
Inspiring Painters
Cost: $100
Instructor: Vanessa Osborn
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 4-8
Let your creativity soar in this adventure! Wear 
your paint clothes every day so you can be an 
artist without ruining your favorite outfit. Show 
off your masterpieces to friends and family at 
the end of this exciting virtual camp. 
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Dungeons and Dragons
Cost: $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Does your child seek adventure in a way that 
stimulates their grey matter?! If so, look no 
further. Dungeons and Dragons is a game that 
will send their mind racing with possibilities in a 
world with limitless possibilities and stories to 
be told. In this week of adventure, campers will 



explore the trials and triumphs of a fantasy 
world by using basic math, creative writing, 
logic and tactics. They will be led and guided 
on these adventures by experienced Dungeon 
Masters who will teach them the rules and 
assist however necessary so as to create an 
experience worth remembering. Join the party 
and seek adventure!
*This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom.

Creative Writing
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Carpe diem! This online camp will be dedicated 
to helping campers cultivate their creativity and 
skills at self-expression through the written 
word. We’ll learn about and experiment with a 
wide variety of writing forms and genres 
including autobiography/personal memoir, 
fantasy fiction, poetry, and creative non-fiction, 
as well as developing some good constructive 
“peer review” habits. (Supplies: access to a 
computing device with a keyboard.)
*This camp requires access to reliable Wi-Fi, 
Zoom and Google Classroom

Musical Theatre Bootcamp: Pt. 2
Cost: $100  
Instructor: Taylor Molt 
Grades: 7-8
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Calling all show people! This camp focuses on 
musical theatre skills for 7th and 8 graders. 
During this week we will learn how to thrive in 
an audition and how to emerge themselves in 

their character. Campers will learn to act, 
dance, and sing selections from the musical 
‘Little Shop of Horrors’ by Alan Menken. From 
learning a jazz square, to knowing stage right 
from stage left, this camp is all about the show 
biz and all that jazz.

July 27-31
Martial Arts
Cost: $100
Instructor: Master Daniel Jorgenson
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 1-5
Your child will have fun while learning  
developmental skills, all within a safe, healthy 
and exciting environment. Our program has the 
perfect blend of fun and learning: increases 
attention span, builds confidence, helps with 
grades, teaches concepts of teamwork and 
responsibility, assists with bully prevention, and 
strengthens other skills. We understand each 
child learns and grows differently. Each child 
moves at his or her own pace and can feel the 
satisfaction of a personal victory. Classes 
become more challenging as each child 
demonstrates the readiness to accept more 
complex skills.
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom

Magic: The Gathering
Cost: $100
Instructor: Jay Carter
Meets: 9:00-12:00
Grades: 5-8
Due to moving this adventure online, 
participants will not receive any physical  

rewards (such as a free physical deck of  
cards, booster packs for the draft, or prizes  
for the tournament), but we will still give an 
introduction to the game, discuss deckbuilding, 
play games, and hold our tournament as usual. 
Participants will need to download “Magic: The 
Gathering Arena” for PC in order to participate. 
MtG Arena offers players free digital decks and 
other rewards that allow players to quickly grow 
their collection at no monetary cost.
* This camp requires access to reliable Wi-Fi 
and Zoom

Coding Camp
Cost: $100
Instructor: Peter Sandquist
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 6-8
Buckle up for an in depth look at the world  
of computer science. We will delve into 
programming concepts and their applications, 
as well as learning a professional programming 
language. We will apply this knowledge by 
creating projects that teach concepts relevant 
to real world applications. Join as we explore 
advanced topics in programming such as data 
structures and sorting algorithms, as well as 
looks into graphics, robotics, and machine 
learning.
* This camp requires access to a personal 
computer, reliable Wi-Fi, Zoom and Google 
Classroom



Star Wars
Cost: $100
Instructor: William Bishop
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away ... 
one of the all-time most-beloved fantasy sagas 
changed life for the better! Our goal is to 
connect online and celebrate all things Star 
Wars with some fun games, trivia competitions, 
and dress-up days interspersed with lessons 
and discussions of the individuals responsible 
for creating the Star Wars universe and Star 
Wars-related scientific, literary, and cultural 
topics. May the Force be with you! (Supplies: 
plain paper and crayons/colored pencils/
markers, etc. suggested.)
* This camp requires access to reliable 
Wi-Fi, Zoom, and Google Classroom 

Minecraft Creation
Cost: $100
Instructor: Baker Valley
Meets: 12:30-3:30
Grades: 4-8
Minecraft is the most popular game of the past 
decade and allows kids to explore a blocky 
world full of challenges to overcome and new 
landscapes to explore. Campers are always 
working together whether building whatever 
they can imagine together in Creative Mode or 
helping each other survive the dangerous 
nights in Survival Mode. If your kid likes 
Minecraft, this is the camp for them.
* This camp requires access to reliable Wi-Fi 
and Zoom


